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THE RAILWAY A U D I T O R
INTRODUCTION.

In the early times of railroading in America there was no
Auditor. The Superintendent by himself, and later the
Superintendent and the General Freight and Passenger
Agents, did the work as best they could according to their
lights, and the Secretary or Treasurer kept the general
books. That they had fair success and left a good record
and a fragrant memory is highly complimentary to them
and the other officers and employes. Their success, how
ever, for the most part, was due to the shortness of the
roads, the light volume of business, and the simplicity of
the situation. W i t h the settlement of the Central and
Middle W e s t new roads were rapidly built to the Missis
sippi and Missouri Rivers, and later to the Rocky Moun
tain and Pacific Coast sections of the country; lines in
the South reached out to meet lines in the East and West,
until now young men not far past their majority have
lived through an era of railroad construction and develop
ment unparalleled anywhere on the globe.
W i t h this tremendous stride in development of trans
portation facilities has come a situation of increasing
complexity, due to the varied composition of the popula
tion east and west of the Alleghanies and the vast output
of production through the industry and progressiveness of
the whole people.
Railway auditing as it is now, and as I shall attempt to
outline it to you, is the result of ceaseless effort to fit the
principles and practice of accounting to the expansion of
the business of transportation.
I wish here to give credit to the Association of American
Railway Accounting Officers, formed in 1888, for bringing
about many improvements in methods, and for constancy
in endeavor to set forth to its members sound principles
and modern and economical practice. I am convinced that
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the uniformity in methods and freedom from friction and
arbitrariness now generally prevailing in railway auditing
circles in the United States and Canada are largely due to
the labors of that Association.
The auditor or accounting officer of a railroad to the
average citizen, is either a marvel of vast and semi-occult
performances, or a beast of an unclassified species, a sort
of mathematical and statistical hyena, sitting apart devour
ing figures and dry details. Even yet to some of his associ
ates in the service he is not regarded as quite within the
pale of what is regular and acceptable, but, on the other
hand, as one made "very sarious wi' fechtin" as Dr. John
Brown says of the dogs. And I have observed that it is a
matter for surprise with many people that a railway auditor
should possess a share of general knowledge and cultiva
tion and care for some of the customary enjoyments of life.
In addressing you, I shall refer again and again to the
auditor and audit office. Only on roads having a heavy
mileage or doing a great volume of business is the auditing
department subdivided into offices, and these vary con
siderably. On one a vice-president will be head of that
department, on another the general auditor, on another
still the comptroller. On some the general auditor is chief
and also handles the disbursement department. On others
he is in general charge with auditor of disbursements and
freight and ticket auditors reporting to him. Where there
is a staff of auditors such as I have named it means that by
reason of volume and burden the work and responsibility
have been divided. Y o u may assume, therefore, that 1
have in mind a railroad five hundred to one thousand miles
long, doing all kinds of business that railroads do, and with
one accounting officer, an auditor. He may or may not
have a chief clerk. If his experience has been varied and
his knowledge acquired at first hand, he can himself super
vise the general books, disbursements, and traveling
auditor, and place the freight and passenger branches of
his offices each in the charge of a capable head clerk report
ing and answerable directly to him. Increase the mileage
of such a road to two or three thousand miles and the
auditor will need an assistant or a chief clerk, and a travel-
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ing auditor for each operating division of the road. The
interests of his company will also be better served, and
the dignity and credit of his department advanced and
conserved if he has a representative at large, a man of
high grade and keen intelligence, to do special, not routine
work. I will have occasion further on to speak at length
on traveling representatives of the auditing department
and their duties. On a few roads the car accountant is
on the auditor's staff, or the work is done in the audit
office forming a separate division thereof; but, as the
movement and distribution of cars is usually in charge of
a car service superintendent or superintendent of trans
portation, an operating department official, keeping record
of the mileage of cars, both those owned and those of other
roads, is usually done in his office, and monthly reports are
rendered to auditor to enable the latter to pass the trans
actions through the general books and make settlement
with other roads for balances by drafts. On a few roads
the storekeeper is an appointee and under the direction of
the auditor.
Nothing is more common than the expression: "It is
a mere matter of form and makes no difference," and like
many another expression that rolls easily off the tongue
and sounds well it will not stand the test of hard scrutiny
and criticism.
Probably no other line of business makes use of blank
forms to the extent that the railway business does. From
the bill of lading, shipping ticket, and way bill; the pas
sage ticket of many forms; reports of station agents and
conductors; conductor's and engineer's train order and
despatcher's train tally sheet; coal ticket, requisition for
supplies, and distributions of fuel, material and labor;
time book, discharge ticket, bill, voucher and pay roll; to
the monthly report of earnings and expenses and income
account and general balance sheet, is a long list of printed
and ruled blanks and records, suited to the needs of all the
departments of the service. It is not too much to say
that without paper and printer's ink railway business could
be carried on only in a very labored and unsatisfactory
manner.
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I advert to this also because I have been interested to
note the habit of many employes in respect to work done
by means of blank forms and records. Many a boy or man
has fallen short of bringing out the best there is in him
because of his failure to interpret what such things stand
for, namely, the routine and concrete expression of his
own or some one else's accountability in the matter under
treatment. One who does not succeed in this is like a man
walking looking at his feet, or a carpenter watching his
saw or plane. Of course I am speaking of the mass of
men engaged on clerical work to a greater or less extent in
the positions they occupy, but the remark is true of those
who do very little as a rule, section foremen for instance.
He is the better foreman who aims first to account to
himself clearly and accurately for the proposition before
him and then proceeds to reflect it by means of his report.
It is deplorable the number of men who make a practice
of magnifying the difficulty of ordinary tasks. I have
seen them stand dazed and troubled when a little persistent
effort, even along misdirected lines, would clear the path
toward the right end, and serve as experience for more
accurate and skillful performance afterwards.
The subject which I have been honored with an invita
tion to treat falls naturally into three divisions, v i z . :
Passenger.
Freight.
Disbursements and General Accounts.
L o n g experience has fully proved the wisdom of so
segregating the classes of transactions which grow out of
the business of transporting freight and passengers by rail.
That arrangement closely parallels the organization of the
railroad into separate departments, v i z . :
Passenger Traffic.
Freight Traffic.
Operating.
Executive.
B y correlating the departments with the divisions of
auditing it will be seen at a glance that the scope of the
auditing branch of the service is wide and comprehensive.
Both in theory and in practice, as a recorder of the doings
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of the concern and a supervisor and critic of their genuine
ness and accuracy, the auditing department occupies a
position apart from and independent of the traffic and oper
ating departments. Considered in the light of a necessary
operating adjunct that department is a regulator or balance
wheel, without which in a business of so many and various
transactions a state of woeful confusion would soon result.
Considered in the light of a branch of the Executive the
auditing department stands forth as the representative of
the owners of the property charged with the duty of
steadily and truthfully reflecting the results of the handling
of their property, and of conserving their interests in every
possible way.
The time seems to have come in this country when
technical education in affairs is being demanded by its
young men who are in the ranks, pushing forward to take
the places of an earlier generation now fast passing away.
For you, gentlemen, and for the tens of thousands of your
co-workers throughout the land a storehouse of knowledge
and information has been gathered by tireless energy, often
with hardships, a structure vast indeed but concreted only
here and there, the sort of wealth that cannot be passed
along by deed or bequest, but must be laid hold of by every
mother's son for himself when and where he can find it. It
is no small gratification to me that I have been given an
opportunity to take part in meeting this demand. I shall
attempt so to handle my subject that the detail of it shall
be impressed clearly upon your minds; and if my remarks
shall stimulate inquiry and investigation on your part,
even of a few of you, I shall be well rewarded.
Please dismiss from your mind the notion that the order
in which I take up the branches of my subject bears any
relation to their importance. It does not. It has just
seemed to me the simplest and best order for the present
purpose. No doubt some would commence with the gen
eral balance sheet and income account and work downward
in an analytical way. M y experience moves me to begin
with the details which are handled by the employes in
the different departments and lead up to the general books
and income account and general balance sheet as the cap-
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sheaf of the whole matter of auditing.
ceed to consider the

Let us now pro

PASSENGER DEPARTMENT.

The passenger branch of the auditing department has to
do chiefly with sales by ticket agents and cash fare col
lections by conductors. Ticket agents at stations and city
or town offices are treated in the same manner. Cash fares
are collected by conductors on passenger and mixed trains
and to a limited extent on freight trains.
Ticket agents sell two classes of passage tickets, those
good on their own line, called local tickets; and those good
over their own line and one or more other transportation
lines, called Interline, or commonly, Coupon tickets.
Interline tickets often carry coupons good on steamships
and omnibusses, the latter where a cross town trip has to be
made by a passenger as at Chicago.
There are many forms of local tickets. So far card
tickets are sold in the greatest number. These are sold
one w a y and also round trip, and some roads still divide
the round trip card in the middle so that one portion is
good for the going, the other for the return trip.
Other forms of local tickets are blank locals, usually
put up in books, excursion tickets also put up in books and
blocks, and simplex tickets which are of a patent form
requiring separation into two parts by the selling agent,
each part matching the other with the view of preventing
any alteration of the ticket after sale. One-half is given
to the passenger the other goes to the auditor. Besides
these forms of local tickets there are commutation tickets
issued both in books of coupons, and in card form carrying
10 and 25 rides good for use within a year, and 60 and even
100 rides good for use for only a month or two. There are
also mileage tickets from 1,000 to 5,000 miles in books,
good locally, also same good interchangeably between
roads. Time limits on unlimited tickets vary in different
states. Limited tickets are sold at lower rate than un
limited ones. Excursion and round trip tickets are com
monly limited to a period of from a few days to as long as
six months. I do not learn that there is yet in use in this
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country, even on the lines doing the heaviest suburban
traffic, the form of yearly ticket used in England good for
as many rides as the purchaser wishes to take between his
home and place of business during the year.
Local, and to an extent, interline tickets are sold by
ticket agents on credentials issued by railway passenger
associations. Their sale contemplates a refund of a
specific sum to be paid to the holder of the credential when
travel to a certain extent in miles (even thousands) has
been performed on the lines in the territory of the associ
ation. The chairman of the association deals directly with
the auditors of the lines in his territory with respect to
the refunds paid by him; but settlement for interline tickets
sold under association rules is made between roads through
interline reports, as is done in the case of mileage tickets
honored interchangeably between roads and referred to
in the previous paragraph.
There are in process of formation several bureaus for
the sale of interchangeable ticket scrip, to be sold in
books at a fixed price with refund to be made in due course
by the bureau agent down to certain stated rates per mile.
This scrip will be exchanged at regular ticket offices for
tickets and will reach the bureau agent by w a y of audit
offices. Mileage tickets are printed in long strips show
ing enumeration of miles I to 1,000, 2,000, etc., in sections
of 5 or 10. Scrip will also be printed in long strips, each
section representing 5 cents, from 5 cents to the
number of cents contained in the price paid for the
book. It is proposed to have the bureau agent pay the
refund to purchasers of exchange scrip books, but as to
scrip detachments honored interchangeably the roads will
settle between themselves through interline ticket reports.
Interline tickets are sold mostly in two forms, v i z . :
Straight and extension or feeder forms, the former being
a ticket with contract and coupons printed via a specific
route and supplied to the agent all ready to complete with
destination and impression of dater. Limited and excur
sion tickets call for signatures of passenger and agent also,
and many of the latter provide for a brief description of
the passenger. The feeder form is a straight form wholly
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or in part, and made to serve for destinations via other and
different routes by pasting thereto an additional strip of
coupons, already fully printed, or in skeleton form ready to
complete by pen or hand stamp.
Interline tickets are sometimes sold entirely in skeleton
form, but to no great extent, and as a rule only by the
general passenger agents at headquarters. W h e n tickets
are so sold the auditor requires report from and keeps
an account with the general passenger agent in like
manner with agents.
Interline tickets are frequently exchanged at junctions
or gateways, St. Louis and Kansas City for instance, by
taking up there the ticket and exchange order first issued
to the passenger and cancelling the unused coupons and
contract and issuing another interline ticket to destina
tion. This is done mainly to save carrying a very large
stock of interline tickets, and also to afford passenger
choice of routes.
Tickets of all kinds are charged to agents by form and
number in a ticket ledger kept by auditor, details being
posted from requisitions on general ticket agent returned
to auditor with acknowledgement of tickets received, and
from reports of sales hereinafter described.
A number of devices have been employed to obtain a
thorough check on cash fares collected by conductors.
One is the duplex cash fare slip plan described below.
Another is the plan of issuing a rebate check good for 10
cents, or more according to the amount of fare paid. Train
rates are usually slightly higher than ticket office rates,
made so for the purpose of inducing passengers to buy
tickets before boarding trains. T h e rebate plan above
referred to in effect returns wholly or in part to the pas
senger the amount paid the conductor in excess of the
regular office rates. Rebate checks are cashable by the
Treasurer or any ticket agent of the railway company and
can be remitted to the Treasurer by the agents as so much
cash, in which case the auditor relieves the treasurer's
account monthly by voucher charged to "Passenger Earn
ings." Some roads allow ticket agents to take credit for
redeemed rebate checks in their monthly balance sheets;
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in that case they are sent direct to Audit office for credit.
The simplex cash fare receipt is a form similar to the
simplex ticket in that the conductor separates it into
halves, in doing so making projections on the half given to
passenger which indicate the amount of fare paid and
match indentations on the other half sent to the auditor.
A simple strip form for suburban business shows amounts
in sections marked 5 to 50 cents, and the highest number
of cents on the part given to the passenger tells the
amount of fare paid; the other part of the strip goes to
the Auditor and indicates a sum one cent more than the
amount paid.
The duplex cash fare slip is in two parts folded together
so that one punching does for both and leaves them
punched exactly alike. One half is given to the passenger,
the other half is sent to the auditor. A duplex slip is
issued for every fare collected, the punch marks describing
all the details of the transaction.
A t the end of their runs conductors make brief cash fare
reports to auditor, enumerating and enclosing therewith
ah slips issued.
All of these forms of slips are issued in books or blocks
consecutively numbered and charged to conductors by the
auditor just as ticket stock is charged to ticket agents.
From time to time secret tests of conductors' cash fare
collections are made on their trains usually by the operat
ing department and the reports thereof sent to auditor for
verification against conductors' own regular reports.
The use of prepaid Orders is of comparatively recent
date. Formerly when one person wished to buy a ticket
for another at a distance he either sent that party money
to buy the ticket or applied to the ticket agent in his own
town and handed the money to him to be sent to the ticket
agent of the road which would sell the ticket. This not
only caused a great deal of trouble and correspondence but
also the sending of money over long distances, and some
times losses took place through carelessness or dishonesty.
T o do away with the trouble and guard against loss the
prepaid ticket order was devised.
The money is paid to the ticket agent of a road A, ticket
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order with full specifications on the ticket agent of another
road B is given to the payee, who sends it to the per
son at a distance proposing to make the journey. On
presentation ticket agent of road B issues interline ticket
to the person named in the order and takes receipt therefor
on place provided.
The accounting between the roads is simple. It is done
thus:
Road A reports in interline ticket report to road B the
full amount of money received, and road B , the actual seller
of the ticket, apportions in its interline reports to the
several lines designated on the coupons of the ticket their
proportions of its value.
The use of prepaid orders and this method of account
ing for them has become general throughout the country.
Prepaid orders are equally serviceable between local
agents of the same line, in which case the agent issuing
prepaid order reports same at the amount received
and remits to the Treasurer, but the Agent issuing the
passage ticket reports it without value as issued on account
of such a station's prepaid order. This makes a slight dis
turbance of the statistics afterwards worked out in the
audit office, in respect that the sale of the ticket shows in
the reverse direction; a very small matter as there is not
a sufficient number of prepaid orders issued to affect the
general result, from a statistical standpoint, a hair's
breadth.
From the illustration it will be seen that road A credits
"Passenger Earnings" the entire sum received by its agent
and charges that account with the same amount reported
to B in interline account. It afterwards receives and
credits "Passenger Earnings" its share of the through rate
by w a y of the interline report of road B . B on its part
credits "Passenger Earnings" with the entire sum received
through A ' s interline report, and charges thereto all the
other lines' proportions reported to them in interline ac
count, leaving in passenger earnings exactly its own share
of the through rate.
Prepaid orders can also be sold by agents of a road at
offices far removed from the termini of that road. For
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instance the Eastern Agent of a Western road securing
passengers for his line would furnish them tickets via
choice of routes to, say, Chicago or St. Louis, and a pre
paid order for ticket via his own road to destination. He
collects in full from the passenger and remits to his treas
urer the value of prepaid order issued and settles in cash
with the Eastern roads for tickets furnished by them.
Milk tickets are sold at published rates at so much per
can and are reported to auditor in like manner with other
local tickets.
Audit of telegraph managers' reports and accounts is
made in the passenger department of audit offices, when
such managers are joint employes of the railway company.
Ticket reports are rendered to auditor by agents daily,
weekly or monthly. It is perhaps better for roads having
a very large and active business to require daily reports.
Some roads are satisfied with weekly, and very many get
along very well with only monthly reports. Roads also
differ in respect to the particulars of ticket sales. Some
require numbers of the trains for which tickets are sold,
others do not consider the information necessary. A l l
require local report from each station of ticket sales to all
other stations, by forms, commencing and closing numbers,
number sold, ticket rates and extensions into money.
Interline ticket reports are required from agents only
once a month; a few large roads, however, require them
daily. These reports are required from every station
selling interline tickets, and call for form numbers, destina
tions, class, commencing and closing numbers, number sold,
through rates and extensions into money. Separate
monthly reports in detail are made to auditor for miscel
laneous collections from excess baggage and parcel and
baggage storage.
T o enable the auditor to check reports of ticket sales
from ticket agents daily, weekly or monthly, conductors
are required to send to the auditor after each run all tickets
of all kinds taken up by them, giving brief statement of
same on back of cash fare reports. These "ticket collec
tions" as they are called, are immediately turned over to
sorters who arrange them in station order and by number.
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and in the case of interline tickets by roads, for ready use of
the clerks examining ticket reports. If tickets have not
come in at the time of checking reports remark is made
thereon and when such tickets do come in the remark is
cancelled or dates on which such tickets come in are noted;
those not coming in duly are transferred to a missing ticket
record. A n y errors or omissions discovered in checking
agents' reports are taken up with them at once, and in the
case of roads rendering dailv or weekly reports rectifica
tion is made before the rendering of the monthly reports.
In addition to rendering reports of cash fares and con
densed reports of ticket collections, conductors are required
by some roads to make reports of passes collected. Passes
collected are also forwarded to auditor and by him sent
to the head of the operating department for inspection.
Ticket agents are required to remit daily to treasurer
in full or very nearly in full of all their cash receipts and
conductors are required to remit in full to treasurer
after the end of each run. It is the auditor's duty to see
that adequate remittances are thus being made to the
treasurer and in case any agent or conductor appears to be
negligent or irregular to call his attention to it. Daily
returns are made by the treasurer to the auditor of remit
tances received from ticket agents and conductors. This
enables the auditor to keep watch on agents and conduc
tors, and to post the remittances received so that when the
time comes to check the monthly returns from agents the
work of verifying the amounts claimed as remitted by
agents with those reported as received by the treasurer is
quickly done. Station agents may or may not be required
to remit separately on passenger account. If required to
make but one remittance on all accounts the work im
mediately above referred to is done in the department of
general accounts.
I know of only one railway having ticket receivers at
very large stations and junction points. T h e y are audit
office men whose duties are to receive cash and ticket
collections and reports from conductors, remit cash to
treasurer, and examine and arrange the collections and
send same to audit office with reports of their audit. T h e y
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also issue stocks of cash fare receipts to conductors, and
take up and adjust the ticket troubles of passengers
en route. T h e idea seems to be to district a portion of the
Passenger Audit Office work, thereby expediting that
work as a whole, and preventing congestion at head
quarters.
The main data of agents' interline ticket reports are
transcribed monthly to a record called Apportionment of
Interline Ticket Sales and in this are set out in many col
umns the proportions of those sales accruing to other roads.
After the month's business of sales by agents has been
entered in this record and balanced a report in detail to
each road interested is rendered by the auditor. These
are commonly called Reports of Home Interline Sales and
the total of them enters into the journal entry hereinafter
referred to as a credit to the general ledger account "For
eign Roads' Ticket Account." Similar reports from foreign
roads are usually taken to the debit of that account one
month later than those of the home road. For instance, the
January reports of the North & South Railway, to all other
roads would go into its own January account, but the re
ports for January of all other roads to the North & South
Railway would go into the February account of the North
& South Railway. It is possible of course by estimating
from ticket collections to take up as a charge to "Foreign
Roads' Ticket Account" and a credit to "Passenger Earn
ings" the amount due from foreign roads in any given
month, and by so doing the amount of credit to passenger
earnings from foreign roads' reports also will be taken to
account in the same month. However, inasmuch as every
month's account contains a return of each of these, most
roads are content to take up the sales of foreign roads one
month behind. Some roads save transcription from agents'
reports by using those reports in a special and patented
form as the basis of an apportionment record.
A sub-ledger of interline ticket sales is posted from state
ments or journal kept in the passenger department of the
audit office and drafts are duly made for balances due the
company. These drafts are drawn by the auditor on the
treasurer of each debtor road. They are sight drafts and
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pass currently through banks like any commercial paper.
Similar drafts of other roads are presented and paid by the
treasurer after being O. K'd. by the auditor.
W h e n examination of the reports of agents and con
ductors has been completed summarization of all is made
on sheets or records, and the result is stated in the form
of statements, or of a journal entry with supporting state
ments, for entry in the general books. I believe the jour
nal entry is the best and most comprehensive and
instructive form. Its composition in terms of debit and
credit is in brief as follows:
Dr.
Passenger Agents and Conductors
Foreign Roads Ticket Account
United States Government
Other General Accounts

Cr.
Foreign Roads Ticket Account
Other General Accounts
Earnings Passenger
Earnings Miscellaneous

T o save making statements some roads in the text of
their journal entries refer to records on file in the audit
office, the journal of interline ticket sales for instance.
After the reports from ticket agents and conductors and
foreign roads have been checked and audited the compila
tion of passenger statistics commences. These are laid
out to show the number of passengers carried, earnings,
number of passengers carried one mile, rate per passenger
per mile in cents, and average distance in miles each pas
senger was carried. Further separation is often made
between East and W e s t and Local and Through. Many
roads which conduct suburban or ferry service or both, also
make a separate showing of these classes and some make
still further separation of first and second class business.
The statistics above referred to are prepared for the an
nual report, and are also rendered monthly if desired to
officials who can make use of them. The passenger de
partment of the audit office is called upon for special
statements for the passenger traffic and operating depart
ments, principally of competitive business and business
done by particular stations. Some auditors also prepare
statements of train earnings, calling on conductors for
detailed information in their reports; oftener not. In the
latter case the data for the statements are gathered in the
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audit office from tickets as they come in from conductors
and from conductors' cash fare reports.
Let us now take up the
FREIGHT DEPARTMENT.

The w a y bill which accompanies a shipment of freight
serves to identify and tally the property or goods from
point of origin to destination; also to state the amount of
transportation charges, and as a basis for the accounting
of every sort connected with the transaction. It is printed
in several sizes, from small for car load or single shipment
business calling for a very brief description, to medium and
large for two or more less than car load shipments or for
a single shipment requiring a long detailed description.
The w a y bill provides space at the top for the following:
Stations from and to,
Number and date of way bill,
Car number and initials,
Transfers, if any,
and in the body of the form there are columns for
Consignor,
Consignee and destination,
Number and description of articles
Weight,
Freight,
Advances,
Prepaid.
For convenience in auditing the amount prepaid is in
cluded in freight column, that column representing the
freight earnings of the road whose w a y bill it is.
I have described a local w a y bill. Some roads also use
a further column "Foreign prepaid," or "Prepaid beyond,"
which serves to indicate to the agent at the junction point
ahead what amount of money he shall pay over to the
connecting line's agent there for further prepayment of
freight on the shipment. Others include such extra pre
paid in the regular prepaid column and may or may not
require written instruction on way bill to junction agent of
amount to be prepaid beyond. The sum prepaid may not
be sufficient to carry the freight to destination, in which
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case the remainder due is collected by the delivering agent.
T h e rule is universal to hold the agent at destination re
sponsible for the collection of the correct amount of freight
including the proportion accruing to other lines than his
own.
Freight agents both make and receive w a y bills, which
brings us to the method employed in respect to their
accountability. This is done mainly by means of two re
ports to audit office, one of way bills covering freight
forwarded from, the other of way bills covering freight
received at stations. These reports, called abstracts, are
required daily, or weekly, by some roads only monthly.
T h e y contain an enumeration of every w a y bill forwarded
or received, nearly all the data above named being shown.
Received abstracts are rendered after revision for errors
and omissions in w a y bills received. If freight is short
wholly or in part on a way bill received, the w a y bill is
reported just the same, and separate report of the shortage
made to the freight claim department, which on most
roads is a branch of the general freight office; on some, of
the audit office.
Only the totals of weight, freight, advances and other
columns of w a y bills are shown on the abstracts rendered
to auditor. Kind of freight is shown specifically for car
loads, and in a lump description for miscellaneous ship
ments on the same way bill.
It will be seen that the auditor is thus placed in posses
sion of detailed reports of freight business which enable
him to check the way bills forwarded by every agent
against the way bills received by every agent, and the
manner in which this is done in his office determines
whether the freight accounting on his road is done on the
"Forwarded" or "Received" basis. If agents close their
abstracts of freight received with the way bills received
on the last day of each calendar month, and render their
monthly freight reports and balance sheets forthwith, the
road is said to work on the "Received" basis. If, however,
they are required to hold open for a specified number of
days after the last day of the month, and to render
supplementary reports of w a y bills received bearing date
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of the previous month, the road is said to work on the
"Forwarded" basis. The "Forwarded" basis implies that
the auditor exactly balances all the w a y bills forwarded
from all stations against the way bills received by all
stations of his road for a given month. If an agent omits
to report as received a way bill forwarded to his station
by another station the auditor adds it to his account and
notifies him to correct his station records to agree; so
also with an overcharge or undercharge correction which
he omits to report. A s the auditor is furnished with either
the original or a copy of every way bill made by every
station, and checks them against the Forwarded ab
stracts, the latter being in turn checked item by item
against the Received abstracts, it will be readily seen
that he is well equipped to enforce complete returns on
the part of agents.
The w a y bills sent to auditor are sorted and arranged
in his office in station and numerical order. Some roads
enter the detail of them in records and check the Received
abstracts against this record. In that case the Forwarded
abstracts are prepared by the agent for the purpose of his
monthly balance sheet and used by the auditor mainly for
statistical purposes. It is a work of no great labor to cor
rect them to agree with the w a y bill record and in very
large audit offices no doubt this facilities the quick work
ing of statistics. There is, however, a duplication of data,
which possibly may be excused on the ground of expedition
and making assurance doubly sure.
The "Received" basis, which I believe to be the better,
requires agents to cut off their account of way bills re
ceived sharply on the last day of each month, simultane
ously with the closing of the station cash account. The
use of this basis, therefore, implies that the audit
office account is built up from the station standpoint, in
fact very nearly as the business was handled over
the road. Under this plan the way bills are checked
against the Received abstracts item by item, to insure
the reporting as received of every w a y bill forwarded,
resorted and checked against the Forwarded abstracts,
but the exact balancing of the one against the other as
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under the "Forwarded" basis is commonly dispensed with
on large roads.
Under both bases if agents do not report way bills as re
ceived promptly within a specified limit of days a tracer
is sent by mail, and if unusually delayed investigation of
the movement of the car is made through the car record
office and notice is sent accordingly. Careful watch is
also made to see that no agent is delaying the taking up
of way bills (usually car loads) bearing freight charges
of considerable sums. This practice, called suppression of
way bills, is a very disreputable and reprehensible one, and
agents detected in it are dealt with very summarily.
W i t h the "Received" basis freight earnings are stated
from the Received standpoint; but freight statistics are
compiled by forwarding stations, which is done by making
the compilation of tonnage, etc., from the Forwarded ab
stracts after the way bills have been checked against them.
W i t h the "Forwarded" basis both Freight Earnings are
stated and Statistics compiled from the Forwarded stand
point.
When sorted way bills are checked in audit office as to
extensions and footings, and revised as to classifications,
and rates both published and special. The auditor is fur
nished with a complete file of classifications and tariffs
relating to the business of his road and currently receives
advices of special rates granted by the General Freight
Agent. A s freight agents are also furnished with these
it follows that the audit office revision is first a verification,
then a revision over and above that made by receiving
agents. The revisers also examine for errors of routing,
billing to wrong points, and palpable blunders, and often
prevent delay, confusion, and loss by being keen and ener
getic in this part of their duty, using the telegraph in cases
of emergency. In these days of fluctuating markets for
many commodities, diversions and reconsignments are
numerous and exceedingly troublesome. Questions of
policy and law enter into these, and as their accomplish
ment modifies and often wholly changes the accounting of
way bills, the audit office, if it does not handle the di
versions and reconsignments, thereby having full informa-
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tion at first hand, receives notice of the action taken and
changes made.
Interline way bills are those covering shipments handled
by two or more railroads or steamship lines. T h e y are
similar in form to local w a y bills but contain additional
data in respect to routing and junction points. Interline
way bills are of two kinds:
1. Those which provide for no division of the through
rate of freight charged.
2. Those which do so provide.
A s to the first, settlement of revenue is made monthly
between the lines in the arrangement on audit office state
ments of w a y bills received and drafts for balances. Inter
mediate lines receive copies of these statements, which
are so made that they can readily see what way bills have
been reported and what divisions allowed. Intermediate
lines receive tissue copies of interline way bills in which
they are interested and check movement of same against
agents' junction passing reports. T h e y also receive copies
of the monthly statements above referred to which are
rendered by the terminal lines. These show an enumer
ation in groups of way bills received, division of freight
charges to the lines in the through billing arrangement,
and a summary of total amounts due all the lines. Usually
an agreement between auditors as to amount of balance
due takes place by wire or letter, then the draft settlement
follows.
Under the Audit Office plan of settlement corrections in
interline way bills made after closing agents' accounts are
taken up in a succeeding month by means of a statement of
such corrections called a "correction account," the debits
01 credits shown on same being applied after the total of
that month's summary of divisions due the several lines.
A s to the second, settlement of revenue is made in cash
or by draft between the agents at junction points of the
roads in the arrangement on statements of deliveries made.
The merits of these two plans has formed one of the
burning questions of railway accounting discussion for
well nigh a score of years. Interline billing with audit
office settlements had its inception in 1884 with a small
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group of leading roads west of the Mississippi River. Now
that method prevails generally with lines W e s t of Chicago,
and throughout the whole Mississippi Valley, Rocky
Mountain and Pacific Coast regions; not so generally in
the South; and still less so in the East. It is within a very
few years that the first shipment of freight moved by rail
on an interline w a y bill from New Y o r k to San Francisco
without stoppage en route for rebilling and settlement
purposes between lines at junction points.
A s a rule the use of memorandum way bills is prohibited
by auditors, but in order to expedite movement of freight
many roads have adopted what is known as the "card" w a y
bill on which time freight is moved, and the regular w a y
bills bearing full description and freight charges are sent
by mail to destination. Some roads have adopted the
plan of consecutively numbering card way bills and issuing
them to freight stations, charging agents therewith and
requiring a strict accounting through the forwarded and
received abstracts. In such cases receiving agents are re
quired to send the numbered card way bill to the audit
office with the regular w a y bill to which it corresponds.
With the "Received" plan of handling freight accounts it
is usual to require daily balance sheets from agents. These
are put up in debit and credit form after the following fash
ion and enable the audit office to keep a close check on the
transactions of stations besides serving as a positive benefit
to the station agents themselves. I consider this require
ment an exceedingly good one:
DAILY

STATION

FREIGHT

BALANCE

SHEET.

Dr.
Cr.
To Freight Received,
B y Prepaid Received,
Advances Received,
Advances Forwarded,
Prepaid Forwarded,
Supplementary
Corrections
Miscellaneous,
to
Deduct,
S u p p l e m e n t a r y C o r r e c t i o n s to
Remittances,
Add,
C h a r g e s on Co.'s M a t e r i a l s ,
D r a f t s on T r e a s u r e r ,
C a s h after l a s t R e m i t t a n c e ,
Total,
C a s h Items,
A m o u n t D u e to C o n n e c t i n g
U n c o l l e c t e d F r e i g h t Bills,
Lines,
A m ' t D u e from C o n ' t ' g L i n e s ,
T o t a l D e b i t last R e p o r t ,
T o t a l Credit l a s t Report,
Grand Total.
Grand Total.
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A t the end of each month under both plans agents are
required to render a summary of totals of daily reports and
a balance sheet with enumeration of supplementary correc
tions, uncollected freight bills, and cash items, and of drafts
on and remittances to Treasurer. This balance sheet is pre
pared in terms of debit and credit in the following form:
Cr.
Dr.
T o a m o u n t due C o m p a n y from B y a m o u n t due A g e n t for l a s t
month,
l a s t month,
Prepaid Freight Received,
D r a f t s on T r e a s u r e r ,
Advances Forwarded,
Freight Received,
Supplementary
Corrections
Advances Received,
Prepaid Freight Forwarded,
to deduct,
Miscellaneous,
Cash Remitted,
C h a r g e s on Co.'s Material,
S u p p l e m e n t a r y C o r r e c t i o n s to
B a l a n c e carried f o r w a r d to
add,
n e x t month, v i z . :
C a s h after m a k i n g last r e 
mittance,
C a s h Items,
U n c o l l e c t e d F r e i g h t Bills,
A m o u n t due from C o n n e c t i n g
Lines,
Grand Gross Total,
L e s s a m o u n t due to C o n 
necting Lines,
N e t b a l a n c e to n e x t month's
account,
Total.
Total.

I have had familiarity with both the forwarded and re
ceived plans of freight auditing; and have also worked
under a plan whereby the earnings were stated on the for
warded basis, but the accounts with the agents were kept
on the received basis, and the two sides were balanced each
month on a "traffic sheet" containing debit and credit items
for all stations, by deducting from the footing on the debit
side the totals of the w a y bills in transit at the end of the
preceding month, and adding to the footing on the credit
side the totals of the w a y bills in transit at the end of the
current month. No freight record books were kept under
this plan in the freight department of the audit office, as
the "traffic sheet" and the agents' monthly balance sheets
themselves, with a list of way-bills in transit made a com
plete record. Such a plan is practicable only on a road
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under say 1,000 miles in length. On large roads the list of
in transit way-bills would be so great as to be burdensome
and unwieldy.
Collections for switching, demurrage, and storage of
freight are made by freight agents and reported to auditor
as a separate item in monthly balance sheet supported by
detailed statement of such miscellaneous collections.
Remittances are made to the Treasurer by freight agents
daily and daily advices of same are given to the auditor by
the treasurer, thereby enabling the auditor to post remit
tances from agents and readily check their monthly returns
of same. Freight agents also may or may not be required
to remit separately on freight account. If required to
make but one remittance on all accounts the work im
mediately above referred to is done in the department of
general accounts.
In due course after the auditing of agents' freight reports
and balance sheets comes the preparation of freight depart
ment journal entry with supporting statements for the
purpose of the book-keeper.
This journal entry is prepared in debit and credit form
briefly as follows:
Dr.
Freight Agents,
Foreign Roads Freight Account,
U. S. G o v ' t F r e i g h t A c c o u n t ,
Other General Accounts.

Cr.
Foreign Roads Freight Account,
Other General Accounts,
Freight Earnings,
Miscellaneous Earnings.

A s soon as agents' freight reports have been checked,
compilation of freight statistics commences laid out as
follows:
N u m b e r of tons carried,
N u m b e r of tons carried one mile.
R a t e per ton p e r mile in cents,
A v e r a g e distance each ton w a s c a r r i e d in m i l e s .

Further separation is often made between East and
W e s t and Local and Through.
Compilation is also made of tonnage by commodities as
required by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The Audit Office is also called on by the freight traffic
and operating departments for special statements of com-
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petitive business, of freight business done by particular
stations, and of the quantity of and revenue derived from
particular commodities.
I have not known of any freight statements being pre
pared to show freight train earnings, but of late years, in
answer to the demand which has prevailed pretty generally
for more economical operation, quite elaborate statistics
have and are being prepared of the average train haul in
tons.
More elaborate passenger and freight statistics than
those I have mentioned are a matter of the choice and taste
of each road according to the needs of its officials.
W e have now come to the
FREIGHT CLAIM DEPARTMENT.

A s the investigation and settlement of freight claims is
conducted by many roads as a branch of the audit office I
will describe briefly how the work is done.
A s soon as claim is received from claimants supported
by bill of lading and paid freight bill it is entered briefly
in a register and indexed, and the papers filed in envelope
bearing claim number and brief description.
The first step in the work is to check and note the claim
against the way bill on file in the audit office to insure that
the claim is a proper one to consider at all, and to guard
against a duplicate payment.
If an overcharge claim the audit office is often in posi
tion from information at hand immediately to decline the
claim, or to settle it by voucher or supplementary correc
tion as may be preferred. If found necessary the papers
are referred to the freight traffic department for advice and
in due course disposition is made in line therewith.
If the claim is one for loss or damage to freight, refer
ence is first had to the record of over, short and damaged
freight to ascertain what information is already at hand
bearing on the claim. V e r y often it is necessary to send
papers to both fordwarding and receiving agent, and also
to pass them over the line to superintendents and to the
conductors who handled the freight. This process often
consumes months before the freight claim department is in
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position to say to the claimant what the company will do
respecting his claim.
Claims are usually paid by the treasurer on voucher
drawn by the freight claim department, though the practice
is now gaining ground of paying claims under a certain
sum by claim agent's check in favor of the claimant, and
blanket voucher is prepared monthly in relief of such dis
bursements.
A very large portion of claims handled by railroads is of
the interline class, i. e., claims filed with one carrier, but in
which one or more other carriers are interested, and re
quiring the authority of all the others to the first as evi
dence of their willingness to participate in the payment of
the claim.
Within a few years the method of settlement of interline
claims has been a matter of keen discussion in both the
Association of American Railway Accounting Offices and
the Freight Claim Association. Quite a number of mem
bers of both these associations have been working indus
triously for many years to bring about a reform in the
method of settling freight claims between carriers, and do
away with the several handlings of papers by each, and the
excessive payments of money, which the old plan requires.
A t the last annual meeting of the Accounting Officers'
Association at Denver, in May, 1901, a new plan was
adopted whereby each road gives authority for itself
only in the case of interline claims, and makes settlement
with other roads monthly by statement and draft without
requiring any second reference of the claim papers to it.
Not many lines so far adopted the new plan, which I be
lieve to have features of great superiority over the old one.
Those which have adopted it are well satisfied that it is an
improvement on the old and laborious method.
Your attention is now drawn to the
DISBURSEMENT DEPARTMENT.

The use of Vouchers and Pay Rolls for making pay
ments, and Bills for making collections, is universal
among railroads, and most roads require the different de
partments of the service to prepare their own vouchers,
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pay rolls and bills, thereby committing the heads of those
departments to a detailed and specific responsibility in re
spect to their transactions representing money.
All of these when received by the auditor bear the certifi
cate or approval of the proper officers, and are ready for
critical examination as to their nature and details, for
registry in appropriate records, and for final approval by
the auditor before passing to the treasurer for payment.
Supporting papers also accompany vouchers and bills sent
to auditor.
Vouchers and pay rolls when audited are passed to the
treasurer for payment, but bills are sent out direct by the
auditor with request for remittance to the treasurer.
A separate voucher is prepared for each transaction, or
for a number of current transactions with the same person,
firm or company.
Pay rolls show names of employes in alphabetical order,
occupation, rates of pay, amounts due, and column for
entry of pay check number if the road pays by check in
stead of in cash. Each department head making pay rolls
renders a monthly detailed distribution of same by Opera
ting Expenses and other accounts and these distributions
are critically examined by the audit office and verified
against the pay rolls.
Pay rolls are paid by some roads in cash, by others with
pay checks drawn by the auditor or paymaster on the
Treasurer and recorded in a pay check record, each pay
check being shown separately. Payment is posted in this
record as the paid checks are received from the Treasurer.
Pay rolls bear audit numbers in numerical order monthly,
but often for convenience each department pay roll is given
a number and entered briefly in the voucher record.
In the disbursement department are also examined re
ports of fuel received, consumed, and on hand on the
different divisions of the road, and audit is also made of the
distributions of fuel which are rendered in form similar to
the distributions of labor.
This department also handles the distributions of materail and supplies issued by the storekeeper on requisitions
from employes of all kinds, such requisitions passing for
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approval through the heads of the different departments to
the storekeeper, who, in due course after the close of each
month, renders to the auditor a distribution by accounts
based on requisitions and store department invoices. The
storekeeper keeps a material ledger and renders the auditor
monthly a balance sheet in greater or less detail.
For material and supplies purchased and shipped direct,
not passing through stock, but charged direct to Operating
Expenses or Construction, the auditor receives with vouch
ers original invoices bearing certificate of the Company's
representative as to the receipt of the property.
Another method for handling fuel and material and sup
plies is for the auditor to receive copies of all invoices rep
resenting stock purchases by the purchasing agent, and
also detailed reports direct from section and other foremen
and heads of departments drawing and using material and
supplies. In that case the auditor keeps the stock ledger
and makes the distriubtion of material used each month;
and takes off balance sheets of the fuel, material and sup
plies on hand in the different storehouses or on the line,
and verifies same against the reports received.
There is no regular method for taking inventories of fuel,
material and supplies. On some roads such inventories are
taken entirely by the storekeeper, who is usually a subordi
nate of the manager, and may or may not be verified as to
their accuracy by the auditor. They are, however, exam
ined, footed and compared with the ledger balances on the
auditor's books, and if discrepancies show they are investi
gated, located if possible, and adjustment made in the ac
counts. On some roads a representative of the auditing
department takes the inventory in company with the store
keeper, and this plan I have found in actual practice to be a
very good one.
The voucher and bill record of a railroad is closed ordi
narily between the 15th and 20th of the following month for
the previous month, and by that time also the audit of the
distributions of labor and material is finished. A distribu
tion is made about that time of vouchers, pay rolls and
stocks, briefly like the following:
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Dr.
Earnings
(Passenger,
Freight,
etc., s e p a r a t e l y ) ,
Operating Expenses,
Rentals,
Improvements,
Equipment,
Accrued Taxes,
P r e p a i d F i r e Insurance,
Rolling Stock Replacement R e 
serve,
Etc., etc., etc.
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Cr.
V o u c h e r s audited,
P a y Rolls,
S t o c k of F u e l ,
S t o c k of M a t e r i a l
plies.

and

Sup

and at the same time a similar distribution of bills collect
ible is made, briefly thus:
Dr.
Individuals and C o m p a n i e s
(or Bills collectible),

Cr.
E a r n i n g s (Freight, P a s s ' r , etc.)
Operating Expenses,
Rentals,
Etc., etc., etc.

W e will now consider the
DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL ACCOUNTS.

The general books of a railway company are the auditor's
journal and ledger, and the treasurer's cash book. The
secretary's and transfer agent's stock certificate books are
not considered general books, but are classed with the
books of the company which it is necessary to keep under
its charter.
Below the general books above referred to are voucher
bill and pay check records; and sub-ledgers of operating
expenses and construction; individuals' and companies'
accounts; interline ticket, freight and mileage accounts;
and interline claims; posted from statements supporting
journal entries and Treasurer's cash, and verified against
the respective general ledger accounts, of which the subledgers reflect the detailed transactions.
The auditor receives monthly reports from the car ser
vice superintendent as basis for journal entries on the gen
eral books and posts the details of the reports to the mile
age ledger above referred to.
Monthly drafts for ticket, freight, mileage, and claim bal
ances, are drawn by the auditor on treasurers of debtor
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roads, and drafts of creditor roads are O. K'd. by the audi
tor before payment by the treasurer.
The treasurer reports daily to auditor in detail cash re
ceipts from agents, conductors and others, and disburse
ments of every sort, with vouchers, drafts and other papers
representing disbursements for inspection and return to
the treasurer for file. On some roads paid vouchers, etc.,
are filed in audit office. There is no real necessity for an
auditor's keeping a duplicate cash book as is often done. A
bound file of the treasurer's reports is sufficient for the
auditor's purposes as the footings of these can be entered
in a condensed record, and postings made therefrom to the
general ledger, and to the voucher and bill records and subledgers from the reports themselves. Some auditors use the
treasurer's cash book itself as a basis for two journal entries
showing general ledger accounts in totals, one of receipts,
the other of disbursements, and post to their records and
sub-ledgers direct from the treasurer's cash book.
When separate remittances to the treasurer are not re
quired on passenger and freight account, it is usual for
station agents to render a single monthly balance sheet, the
items of which are checked and verified in this department.
Mail earnings are taken to account monthly by credit to
"Mail Earnings" of the amount accruing and charge to
"United States Government—Post Office Department" in
general account. Express earnings are treated in a similar
manner by credit to account of that name and charge direct
to the express company in general account.
Taxes are distributed in the accounts monthly in equal
amounts, by charge to " T a x e s " and credit to "Accrued
T a x e s " on an estimate of the current year's taxes based on
the amount for the previous year, and an adjustment is
made to the actual amount paid at the end of each year, and
accrued taxes account then closed.
Fire insurance is a considerable item in the operating ex
penses of a railroad, and being paid in advance is com
monly distributed evenly throughout the year by months,
the sum paid in the first place being charged in a general
ledger account called "Prepaid Fire Insurance," which is
credited monthly by charge to Operating Expenses, and
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closes out at the end of the period for which prepayment
was made.
It is a sound and good practice for a railway currently
to make provision in its accounts for rolling stock which is
constantly wearing out and being destroyed, and for the
renewal of rails and cross ties.
The amount of such reserves may be either set aside in
trust, or invested, or remain in the working capital of the
company. In the latter case there is no separate showing
of an asset over against the reserve liability.
The procedure in the case of a rolling stock replacement
reserve is as follows:
A s fast as locomotives and cars are torn down or de
stroyed report in detail of same is made to the auditor, who
by journal entry makes monthly charge to Operating E x 
penses and credit of the same sum to "Rolling Stock Re
placement Reserve," of the cost to replace same in kind,
either at the original cost or at present prices, according to
the policy of the executive department of the company.
The cost of new equipment purchased or built to take the
place of that which has gone down is charged to this "Re
serve" account.
The procedure in case of rails and cross ties is different,
as the charges to Operating Expenses are distributed
monthly over a fiscal year on the basis of an estimate made
by the management of the quantity of rails and ties that
will be laid during the year. The cost of new rails and ties
is charged to the Rail and Tie "Reserve" accounts through
the storekeeper's distribution, or direct on purchasing
agent's vouchers.
The value of the rails taken out of the track is also passed
through the Rail Reserve account and the charges to
Operating Expenses above referred to are thereby made
net, i. e., the difference between the cost of the new rail
laid and the value of the old rail taken up.
These renewal reserve accounts are in reality special sus
pense accounts instituted to ensure future performances on
the part of the management, and to reflect the condition of
important parts of the property from month to month and
year to year, especially so in respect to rolling stock.
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I learn of one large system which provides for the re
placement of buildings and bridges through reserve ac
counts.
Another way to provide in the accounts for rolling stock
destroyed or torn down is to charge Operating Expenses
and credit capital account (Equipment) with the value of
same from month to month, and charge "Equipment" with
the cost of the new rolling stock in replacement thereof
when purchased or built.
About the 25th of the following month the books should
be written up and posted for all classes of transactions of
the previous month, including cash receipts and disburse
ments, and everything in readiness for a summarization of
results, accomplished by proof or condensing sheet con
taining a credit side for earnings, sub-divided into freight,
passenger, mail, express and miscellaneous; and debit side
for Operating Expenses divided into four main departments,
maintenance of way and structures, maintenance of equip
ment, conducting transportation, and general expenses;
and for taxes and rentals, and improvements, construction
and equipment. The four departments of operating ex
penses are further subdivided into over fifty, and improve
ments, construction and equipment into nearly forty differ
ent accounts.
From the proof sheet is prepared the auditor's monthly
statement of gross earnings, operating expenses, net earn
ings, improvement, construction and equipment, and
statistical information called for by the operating and
executive departments, for instance: Percentages, earnings
and expenses per mile of road, per passenger and freight
train mile, etc., etc.
Within a few years demand has arisen for additional sta
tistics in respect to cost of handling freight traffic, reduced
to a showing of ton mile cost. In working such statistics
freight and passenger expenses respectively are located as
far as possible, and such expenses as are common to both
divided on the basis of relative earnings, or locomotive or
train mileage. There is so far no uniformity of practice
among railroads in this respect.
The auditor further gathers statistics of train, car and
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locomotive performance, obtaining details from car service
superintendent and superintendent of machinery and car
department.
Train and car statistics show number of
trains of different classes, mileage of same, mileage of
empty and loaded cars and direction of the movement.
Locomotive statistics show mileage run by the different
classes of locomotives, consumption of fuel and stores, cost
of labor and material for repairs, and the amounts expended
for wages, fuel, oil and waste, and miscellaneous supplies;
also cost per mile run obtained by dividing the mileage of
all locomotives into the cost of the several items above re
ferred to respectively. In addition locomotive perform
ance in miles to one ton coal and one pint oil, and aver
age cost of coal per ton and wood per cord, are shown.
These statistics of train, car and locomotive perform
ance are worked up in elaborate detail by the several de
partments, and are not ordinarily the subject of verification
by the auditing department, unless something appears to
be out of line, or unless verification is desirable as a test of
accuracy.
A t the end of the fiscal year all of the results of opera
tion, operating expenses on the one hand, earnings from
all sources on the other hand, are transferred by journal
entry to the debit or credit, respectively, of income, which
simultaneously receives, also by transfer entry, charges for
interest on bonds, taxes and rentals, and other matters, if
any, of a fixed character not commonly coming under the
control or within the jurisdiction of the management. Also
then are transferred into income the balances of the ac
counts "Interest and Discount" and "Income from Invest
ments," self-explanatory as to their nature, which have re
ceived charges and credits from time to time.
The yearly amount of interest on Bonds (Funded Debt)
is taken to account monthly by charge to "Interest on
Bonds" and credit to "Accrued Interest on Bonds," and as
coupons mature the accrued interest account is relieved by
transfer to "Coupons
Mortgage Bonds,"
which is the account the Treasurer charges when the cou
pons are paid. A sub-ledger of bond interest coupons is
kept by auditor, providing for each coupon by number and
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due date. The whole amount payable of all coupons bear
ing the same number during the life of the bonds is posted
as a credit, and this is reduced by charges through treas
urer's cash for coupons of that number paid. A third
column shows balance outstanding and unpaid. Each
coupon bears the number of the bond to which it attaches,
and as fast as coupons are paid they are cancelled and
filed in order in audit office.
A Profit and Loss account is not kept by many railroads,
but when used there is first carried to it the balance of the
income account, then are charged any payments for divi
dends and sums written off by vote of board of directors,
and there is also made therein adjustment of sundry items
pertaining to previous years. The balance of "Profit and
Loss" account gives the amount of the company's surplus
or deficit at the end of the year as shown by its general
balance sheet.
The general balance sheet with the income account is the
cap-sheaf of the year's accounting of the railway, and if
properly and accurately rendered affords the owners of the
securities and the investing public, by w a y of the annual
printed report of the company, a brief and comprehensive
review of its operations and financial condition. Forms
are given below:
INCOME

ACCOUNT.
Cr.
Earnings:
Operating Expenses:
Passenger
M a i n t e n a n c e of W a y
Freight
and
Structures
Mail, E x p r e s s and M i s c e l l a 
M a i n t e n a n c e of E q u i p m e n t
neous
T r a n s p o r t a t i o n and Traffic
Interest and D i s c o u n t
General Expenses
Income from I n v e s t m e n t s
Taxes
R e n t a l of T r a c k s and T e r m i n a l s
Interest on B o n d s
B a l a n c e , b e i n g N e t I n c o m e for
the y e a r carried to profit a n d
Loss Account
Total.
Total.

Dr.

P R O F I T A N D LOSS A C C O U N T .
Cr.
Dr.
Balance brought
Dividend No.
previous year
A m o u n t w r i t t e n off b y v o t e of

forward

from
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N e t income for y e a r

D i r e c t o r s for
Sundry Adjustments
B a l a n c e carried d o w n
Total.

Total.
Balance
(surplus)
carried
General Balance Sheet

GENERAL

BALANCE

to

SHEET.

Dr.

Cr.

ASSETS.
R a i l r o a d F r a n c h i s e s a n d other
Property,
E x p e n d i t u r e s for C o n s t r u c t i o n
and Equipment during Cur
rent F i s c a l Y e a r :
Improvements
Extensions
Equipment
Other Capital A s s e t Accounts
S e c u r i t i e s in T r e a s u r y
M a t e r i a l and S u p p l i e s
Accounts Receivable:
Other Current Asset Accounts
C a s h on H a n d and in B a n k
Total.

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock:
Funded Debt:
Replacement and Renewal R e 
serves
Accrued Taxes
Interest on F u n d e d D e b t :
Accounts Payable:

Profit and L o s s :
Total.

Surplus

I have already referred to traveling representatives of
the audit office. These are generally called traveling audi
tors, whose duties are to examine the accounts of agents at
stations and ticket offices and make transfers of such offices
when there are changes in the occupants of the positions.
T h e traveling auditor is called upon for very arduous and
constant duty, especially on long railroads having light
passenger train service. Usually he moves about from
point to point according to his judgment and always with
out notice to agents, but is occasionally sent by the auditor
to make a special examination of a particular station. He
also receives notice from headquarters to make the trans
fers above referred to. This work requires a man of good
address, first rate intelligence and the best of judgment.
A s he goes about he is thrown on his own responsibility a
great deal, and unless alert and circumspect is very apt to
get himself and the audit office into difficulties.
His work of examination consists of drawing off the ac
count of the station from the date of the last balance given
by the auditor to the date of his visit, and verifying the
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assets claimed by the agent. I know from actual experi
ence that it is possible for the traveling auditor to do his
work thoroughly and courteously, obtaining the respect
and esteem of the officers, agents and employes on the line,
and the approval and confidence of his superior officer. I
remember hearing it said a long time ago that the only w a y
for a traveling auditor to do was to take a club out with
him. I am glad to say that such expressions are heard no
more.
The traveling accountant is a man of wider experience
and keener intelligence than the traveling auditor, though
it may be said that the traveling auditor is right in line to
become a traveling accountant. A railway company usual
ly has a number of working arrangements under contracts
with other railway companies, express companies, sleeping
car companies, and individuals and other companies,
which call for a periodical verification of returns made
under such contracts. A properly trained and equip
ped traveling accountant can be detailed with verbal
instructions from his chief on such work as this, and if he
is the man he ought to be, can be left alone until the work is
completed except to make a brief report of progress from
time to time. There is also at all times in the work of rail
way auditing a large amount of special work to do, such as
verification of time returns, and examinations of the condi
tion of work at division superintendent's and other de
partmental offices. Such work falls to the lot of the travel
ing accountant.
A score or more years ago it was the custom of railway
companies to take personal sureties on their agents' and
treasurers' bonds. Since then the practice has prevailed to
bond the fidelity of officers, agents and others handling
money with Surety companies, which make a business of
bonding employes in positions of trust.
I have been familiar with both methods and am frank to
say that bonding with surety companies has been a posi
tive benefit to the railway companies and their officers and
employes in many ways. The expense of premium on
bonds is insignificant compared with the advantages de
rived. Officers, and particularly station agents, have been
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saved the annoyance and mortification of having to obtain
personal sureties, and have been placed in a position of in
dependence with respect to their positions, the only re
quirements of the surety companies being that they should
be honest and do their work and behave themselves prop
erly.
Further, and this is a point that many an agent or cashier
has lost sight of, I consider that a man who has been
bonded steadily and satisfactorily with a surety company
for some years has added distinctly to his personal capital.
The auditor is charged with the duty of arranging for
surety bonds and payment of premium on same, and for
the transfer of bonds when changes occur in positions re
quiring their occupants to be bonded.
For the information of the officers of the road the auditor
prepares daily or weekly approximate earnings. These
are made by using agents' abstracts of freight business and
copies of interline billing for freight, and for passenger
from reports of ticket sales from agents, cash fare reports
from conductors, and the coupons of foreign interline
tickets received from conductors.
When an entirely new railroad is under construction
there is no operating department so called, and therefore
no necessity for a separation of the audit office into freight,
passenger, disbursements, and general accounts.
There is an engineer in charge and a secretary and treas
urer, and the secretary serves also as auditor. The treas
urer receives funds from the parties building the road or
from the sale of its securities and pays them out for labor
and material, right of w a y and real estate, on vouchers ap
proved by the engineer and auditor. The treasurer keeps
a cash book, and the auditor a journal and ledger and
voucher and bill record. The distribution of construction
expenses monthly into grading, rails, ties, bridges, build
ings, right of way, station grounds, real estate, etc., is
carried to the journal from the sub-records and posted to
the ledger, but may be posted direct therefrom to the
ledger, and the journal dispensed with.
A n y discount on securities sold is charged to "Discount
on Securities" as a sub-account of Construction. The se-
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curities are of course entered in the accounts as liabilities at
their face value.
A s a rule, however, new railroads are built by contract
and paid for either in cash or the securities of the company,
and until the road is turned over by the contractor the ac
counting is practically a matter of the account between the
company and the contractor, reciting payments on account
as fast as completed sections of the road are turned over to
the railway company, and concurrently distribution is made
to the different construction expense accounts above re
ferred to. The organization and methods of accounting
above described apply also.
Operation often begins during construction. In that
case simple accounts of earnings and expenses are kept and
the net earnings derived are credited to construction by
transfer to some of the leading sub-accounts of construc
tion, or to a single one like "Miscellaneous" or "Other E x 
penses."
Branches or extensions of a railroad in operation as a
going concern are usually built under the supervision of the
chief engineer of the company, and all the disbursements
for labor and material pass through the audit office and are
charged to the proper branch or extension. Often such
branch or extension has to be built as a separate railway
company, and in that case separate books of construction
have to be kept in the audit office, until such time as the
construction is completed, and the road turned over to
the parent company under lease or ownership.
Improvements or betterments of a railway company, a
going concern, are charged to its accounts by means of a
detailed classification of construction expenses, and added
to the main cost of property of the company from year to
year. Such improvements or betterments are usually
shown separately in the general balance sheet every year,
and disappear thereafter by being merged with the main
cost of property as above stated.
An adjustment is made in the case of improvements in
volving renewals of existing property, whereby capital ac
count is credited and operating expenses charged with the
original or a close estimate of the original cost of the prop-
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erty, such as buildings and bridges, for instance.
When property of a railroad is abandoned or sold it is
proper that an adjustment should be made by crediting
capital account and charging the proper operating ex
pense accounts with the original cost of same, if it can be
ascertained, if not, with as close an estimate as possible.
When a railroad company is so happily situated that it
can close its capital accounts it can charge the cost of im
provements and new equipment either to operating expen
ses or income account as it may choose. V e r y few roads
are so situated. Some roads whose capital account is open
choose to charge the cost of improvements and new equip
ment direct to income account as a separate item thereof.
The mortgage of a railroad often provides for a yearly
sinking fund out of income for the retirement of bonds.
Such sinking funds are paid to trustees and carried in the
assets of the railroad as a charge to the trustees until dis
bursed by them for the bonds, which are called on adver
tisement, paid by the trustees, and turned over to the rail
way company's treasurer for their credit. It is proper then
to open on the general books a "Cancelled Bond" account,
crediting such account with the par of the bonds so can
celled, at the same time reducing by charge the regular
funded debt by the same amount.
The cancelled bond account is essentially a suspended
income account, inasmuch as so much of the company's
regular income has been taken to reduce capital liability.
If the money had not been so diverted it could have been
used or reserved for the payment of dividends and tempor
arily the stockholders have been deprived of what ap
parently was their due. Of course they bought the com
pany's securities knowing such sinking funds had been
established under the mortgage, and as a matter of fact
have no claim on the money used under the sinking fund
provision to pay and cancel bonds. In the future if the
company were abundantly prosperous, and its bonds nearly
or wholly retired, it would only be just and fair to the
stockholders to return them so much of the money which
had been taken out of the company's income. The stock
holders do get a direct benefit from the beginning in the
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steady yearly reduction in interest on bonds charged
against income.
Throughout these lectures I have set forth the functions
of the railway auditor to a considerable extent. A s the
chief and responsible head of the auditing department he
is called upon at all times to deport himself with care and
conscientiousness. It is necessary that he should be a
man with a thorough appreciation of the ethics of the A c 
counting Profession, and with a keen sense of the etiquette
which must prevail between departments if friction and
disorder are to be avoided. He must know the relative
importance of routine matters and procedure and matters
of great moment and pressing urgency.
While constantly having his mind upon holding of
ficers and employes to the strict line of their duty in the
interest of the company's treasury, to be entirely service
able and satisfactory in his position he must study to be
firm and exacting without being captious.
In the time allotted to me to address you, it has been
possible only to outline or sketch the several branches of
the subject of railway auditing. However, in my remarks
I have purposely touched upon a good share of the mass
of detail which falls to the lot of the audit office. The
auditor is an official whose way is marked by a noiseless
tenor. T h e work of his office is the sort that cannot be
rushed to any great extent and be well done.

APPENDIX.
Definitions adopted by the Association of American Rail
way Accounting Offices; read in advance of the address.
Abstract of Way Bills.—A schedule of way bills' showing
the stations from and to which billing is made, date, num
ber, total weight, freight, advances and prepaid charges
on each.
Advances.—Charges accruing on property to or at the
station where way bill is made, to be considered as a
charge against the shipment in addition to the transporta
tion charges between the stations from and to which the
way bill is made.
Bill of Lading.—A receipt given by a common carrier
for property received for transportation between designat
ed points, naming the conditions under which the articles
are to be transported, the party to whom delivery is to be
made at destination, with the weight and rate at which the
charges are to be computed, together with advances, if any,
and such other information as the traffic rules of the car
riers may require.
Freight Bill.—An itemized statement of charges incident
al to the transportation of property, showing the service
rendered, and on which the agent making collection re
ceipts for the same.
Way Bill.—A statement describing property to be trans
ported by railway, specifying the consignor, consignee,
service which has been and is to be preformed, and the
charges incidental thereto, which is intended to accompany
the property until such service is completed, and eventu
ally to show the service actually performed.
Card Way Bill.—A paper which is sometimes used as a
temporary substitute for the way bill proper in moving car
load freight.
Way Bill.—The following order for the columns for
transportation revenue on way bills is recommended:
First, Freight; Second, Advances; Third, Prepaid, which
are defined as follows:
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Freight.—To cover transportation charges between
point of making way bill and point to which way bill is
made.
Advances.—To cover the amount paid out to connecting
lines at billing point and other incidental charges, with ex
planation of such noted on way bill.
Prepaid.—To cover the amount collected from shipper
by forwarding agent account of transportation charges on
the shipment.
Passage Ticket.—An official certificate of a passenger's
right to transportation as specified thereon in return for
a money consideration.
Local Passage Ticket.—A passage ticket covering trans
portation between stations on the lines only of the company
issuing the same.
Interline Passage Ticket.—A passage ticket covering
transportation between stations on the lines of two or
more transportation companies.
Coupon Passage Ticket.—A passage ticket either local
or interline, having one or more detachable parts.
Pass.—An official certificate entitling the person or per
sons designated thereon to free transportation.

